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ABSTRACTA • The free-electron model for conjugated systems is consistently developed as the
limiting case of a three-dimensional quantum-mechanical treatment of the n-electrons
in such systems. Joint conditions (for branching points) and boundary conditions (for

free endpoints) are derived, and the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian is shown. A matrix

formulation of the theory is established which makes the application to large systems

feasible and at the same time leads to a close analogy with the LCAO model (- LCAO MO• treatment considering only nearest neighbor interactions). Quantities analogous to the

quantities q (= charge in an atomic orbital) and p (= bond order) are defined, and
special attention is given to alternant conjugated systems, for which a population

theorem, analogous to the one in LCAO theory, is valid.

INTRODUCTION

SYSTEMS of conjugated double bonds in organic molecules are, in a good approximation,

described by assuming that the 6-electrons form bonds which maintain the molecular

frame and that the n-electrons move in the potential of this frame. Interesting pro-

perties of the molecules depend, in a first approximation, on the n-electrons, e..f.,

the relative bond lengths, certain types of chemical reactivity, ultraviolet spectra,

and (to a lesser degree) dipole moments; and it is therefore of interest to investigate

the motion of the r-electrons by itself. A basic characteristic of this motion is the

high mobility or delocalization, i.e., the fact that the different electrons are not

bound to definite bonds, but move rather freely over the whole conjugated structure.

The description by molecular orbitals (MO's) seems therefore particularly suited for

this case.

The classical method of constructing MO's consists of forming them as LCAO MO's

(linear combination of atomic orbitals). The rigorous application of this method leads

to an extremely large number of difficult integrals, and only benzene has been

?This work was assisted in part by the Office of Naval Research under Task Order IX
of Contract N6ori-20 with The University of Chicago.
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FREE-ELECTRON MODEL. I

Successfully treated in this way. In order to achieve a more general method appli-

cable to larger classes of molecules, one generally makes the assumption that only

nearest neighbors interaot and considers the remaining integrals as parameters in the

final result. This simplified method 2 has been rather successful, and in the following

we always mean this simplified LCAO theory whenever we mention the LCAO model without

further specification. L

On the other hand, the existence of the core potential suggests the possibility of

expressing this potential in terms of coordinates which are fitted to the particular

frame of the molecule, e.E., cylindrical coordinates in the case of benzene. As a

consequence, the molecular orbitals would be expressed in terms of the same coordi-

nates. Again, this approach can be carried through for benzene, but it becomes very

complicated for larger molecules. Here too, however, there exists a simplified formu-

lation applicable to any conjugated system: the one-dimensional free-electron model.

4This model is not new, but it has mostly been regarded as a pictorial, but rough,

description. It is the purpose of the present paper to show that the free-electron

model deserves the same recognition and standing as the simplified LCAO model. A close

analogy between the mathematics of the two models will be derived, and in the second

paper of the present series5 a close agreement will be established between the

IM. Doeppert-Mayer and A. L. Sklar, !j. Ohem. Phys. 6, 645 (1938)) C. C. J. Roothaan,
and R. 0. Parr, J. Chem. Phys. 1, 1001 (1949)j Parr, Craig, and Ross, J. Chem. Phys.
18, 1561 (1950); C. C. J. Roothaan, Rev. Mod. Phys. 13, 69 (1951).

2 Sese, I.&., Coulson and Longuet-Higgins, Proc. Boy. Lo. A19, 39 (1947)1 s8e also

reference 8.

3See K. Ruedenberg and R. 0. Parr, !J. Chem. Phys. 19, 1268 (1951).
4L. Pauling, J. Chem. Phy. 1, 673 (1936); 0. Schmidt, Ber. Deutsch. Chem. 0es. 73,A

97 (1950); J. R. Platt, 3'. Chem. Phy. 48, 484 (1949); H. Kuhn, Helv. Chim. Aotas i,
1441, 1780 (1948), 32, 2247 (1949), L, 1308, 2371 (1951), 3. Chem. Phys. 16, 84o

(1948), 177, 1198 (1949), Zeit. f. El. Chem. 2, 165 (1949), 5, 220 (1951);
S. Nikitlue, J. Chim. Phys. !7, 614 (1950).

4 bN. S. Bayliss, 3. Chem. Phys. 16, 287 (1948), 17, 1853 (1949), Aust. J. Sol. Res. .,

109 (1950); N. S. Bayliss and J. C. Riviere, Aust. J. Sol. Res. A4, 344 (1951);
W. T. simpson, J. Chem. Phys. 16, 1124 (1948).

4 CAn analogy between the LCAO model and the FE model In the simplest cases (no branch

points) waBl already noticed by W. T. Simpson, J. Chem. Phs. 1, 1218 (1949), and

H. H. Jaffe, J. Chem. Eh_.. 2L0, 1646 (1952).

5C. W. ScherJ, Chem. Ph.s. 21, 000 (1953).
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numerical results obtained by the two models. Thus, from an empirioal point of view,

the free-electron model seems to serve as well to describe conjugated systems as the

simplified LCAO model.

But also from the theoretical point of view, the free-eleotron model offers sever-

al attractive propertiest 1) once the free-electron model is chosen, the quantum-

mechanical problem is rigorously solved; one makes no further approximations of virtu-

ally uncontrolled implications, aa,1.&., the assumption of oonsidering only nearest-

neighbor interactions in the LCAO modeli 2) In the case of hydrocarbons, the free-

electron model has only one parameter, the neighbor distance D, as compared to the two

parameters 0, 3 of the LCAO model; 6 3) the meaning of the parameter D in terms of

measurable quantities is more precisely defined than the meaning of the parameters

occurring in the LCAO modell therefore there is but little "leeway" to "adjust' D and

the free-electron model comes closer to being an "absolute theory" (- no adjustable

parameters)i 4) the free-electron wavefunotions are easy to visualize--a fact which is

demonstrated by the model of J. R. Platt explained in the third paper of this series. 7

Of course the LCAO model has the advantage that it is in a position to describe simul-

taneously all electrons, not only the n-electrons, in a molecule.

The second part of the present paper is restricted in scope to the case that all

atoms in a conjugated structure are mathematically equivalent, i.e., practically to the

case of hydrocarbons. A method to include the effect of heteroatoms is in preparation.

I. GENERAL CONCEPTS

a. The Model

The organic molecules to which the present theory applies are characterized by

the fact that each of them contains a so-called conjugated system of bonds, i.e., a

system of alternating single and double bonds. Each atom within a conjugated system

contributes two 6-electrons and one w-electron for the chemical binding of the conju-

gated structure. In the approximation considered here, the 6-electrons form 0-bonds

which maintain the geometrical arrangement; and the molecular framework, stripped of'

the n-electrons, forms a "skeleton" or "core" which, because of positive charge,

6 For a fair comparison it should be noted that the correlation of the LCAO model with
experimental data can be obtained by assigning a fixed value to S and treating 0 as
the only empirical parameter. The LCAO model actually contains a third parameter, o,

which however serves only to calibrate the zero point of the energy.

7j. R. Platt, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 000 (1953).
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FREE-ELECTRON MODEL. I

creates a potential under whose influence

all n-electrons move throughout the entire
conjugated structure. Thus, if formula I
of Figure 1 describes for example the

naphthalene molecule, formula II in the
S 1same figure would be an approprinte de-

soription of the corresponding molecular

Xx skeleton. Indeed, this formula gives even

a correct geometrical picture of the physi-

oal skeleton, since it is well known that

all atoms belonging to a conjugated system

Fig. 1 lie in one plane.

The starting point of the theory to be developed here is the assumption that the

core potential is infinitely high everywhere except on the bond lines of the skeleton

structure II, where it is finite. Obviously such a potential has to be considered as

the limiting case of a potential which is infinitely high everywhere except within a

thin tube extending along the bmnd lines. Furthermore the interelectronic interaction

is, in a first approximation, neglected between the n-electrcns so that the latter

move, independent of each other under the influence of the core potential.

b. Linear Bond Paths

In order to determine the implications of the assumptions just made, let us, as a

first example, consider the motion of an electron in a long thin box of length I and

with a square cross-seation of side-length e << A (see Figure 2). This model corre-

sponds to the 7r-electronic motion in a polyene, e..., butadiene. The eigenfunctions

(Pnmm, (X,Yiz) =(2/1)½(21e)sin(•mxl•)sin(7rmyle)sin(7rm,,/e) (1. 1)

ZI

zX

Fig. 2
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RTEDENBERO AND SCRERRH

must be antlaymmetic with respect to the plane z = e/2, which we take to be the nodal

plane of the n-eloeotrons so that the quantum numbers assume the values

n = 1,2,3,....; m - 1,2,3,...; m' - 2,4,6,... (1.2)

From the expression for the eigenvalues

Enrm, (h2/8m) [ (n/1)+mE2('E2 13

it follows that, because of e << 9, the motions in the y- and z-directions remain in

their ground state (m - 1, mi a 2) while the x-mntion is excited to its lower levels,

so that

K - En12 a (h2 /8m)[(n/1) 2 +(5/e 2 )] a •n+ const. ,.. (1.4)

na (h 2 /8m 2 )n2  (1.5)

and the wavefunctions have a single nodal plane perpendicular to the z-axis in agree-

ment with the nodal properties of 2pn atomic orbitals. Hence the y- and z-motion may

be neglected for low excitations, and it is sufficient to work with.the energies (1.5)

and the wavefunotions

*n(X) a (2/1ý) sin(vnx/1) (1.6)

which may be defined by the equations

Sdx dy ( a (1.7)

sign of rn(x) a sign of r (x,y=esa•e) , (1.7')

where ( denotes a crose-section of the tube and dQ a dxdy, a cross-section element.

The functions (1.6) are the normalized eigenfunotions of the one-dimen3lonal eigenvalue

problem considered by the free-electron model, and the energies En (1.5) are the corre-

sponding energy eigenvalues.

The limiting process e -. 0 leaves 0n x) and En unaffected and therefore meaning-

ful, whereas €n12 and En 1 2 become infinite. The latter circumstance means that the y-

and z-excitation energies become infinitclX high so that n (x) and En give (for e - 0)

a correct description or the system for all finite excitations of the x-motion, I.e.,

for all finite quantum numbers n.

Since high excitations effect, however, structural changes in organic molecules,
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FMEE-ELECTRON MODEL. I

they do not have to be considered and the assumption e << I in actually sufficient to

Justify the 'me of the one-dimensional description given by (1.5,6), i.e., the physical

assumption is only that the n-electrons form a cloud whose length in large compared to

its width. The passage to the limit e -# 0 is only a matter of mathematical convenience

and does not imply that the n-electron cloud is actually infinitely thin.

_. Comparison with the LCAO Model

The present theory Is thus, physically, a three-dimensional theory, and the elec-

tron cloud of a n-eleotron is its MO. These MOts are not entirely different in nature

from the MO's formed as linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO MO's), if all

matrix elements between non-neflhborina atoms are neglected--the assumption adopted in

the LCAC MO model. 8  Indeed, such an assumption implies that the radii of the (finite)

atomic orbitals are smaller than one bond length in straight chains and smaller than

0.87 bond lengths in benzene rings, so that the molecular orbitals formed by them r

obtain also a tubular shape as shown in Pigure 3, where the circles indicate the

atomic orbitals, and the shaded area is inaccessible to the 7r-electrons.

The MO's constructed as LCAO MO's correspond to a potential which is not constant

within the accessible region. This generalization can be readily introduced in our

model by assuming a potential V - V(x) inside the box of Figure 2. Thereby the eigen-

values (1.5) and the eigenfunctions (1.6) will be changed, but they will remain finite

so that all arguments presented above remain unaltered.

There is no need to introduce a potential which depends also on y and z, since,

because of e << 2, the motions in the y- and z-directions will in any case stay in the

ground state so that the (y,z)-dependence remains irrelevant. The LCAO MO model (with

neglect of non-neighbor interaction) also considers essentially only "longitudinal

exotations", since one can see from Figure 3 that the "transversal profile", i.e., the

(y,z)-dependence, of the LCAO MO is much less changed by varying the coefficients of

the different atomic orbitals than the "longitudinal profile".

The purpose of the foregoing remarks is not to justify the free-electron model by

vague analogies with the LCAO MO model, but to give a plausible reason for the agree-

ment which exists, as we hope to show, between the two methods.

8An introduction to the LCAO MO treatment and further literature may be found in B. and

A. Pullmann: Lee theories 4lectroniques de la chimie organique (Masson and Co.,

Paris: 1952), oh. IV, 2.
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513

I J_

Fig. 3

d Non-Linear Bond Paths

Let us take benzene as an example ot the case that the bond path is no longer a

----- straight line, and let us for the moment assume that the n-electrons move in a thin

circular tube (torus of radius R) rather than in a hexagonal tube. Let us further

replace the annular well potential representing the torus by the analytic potential

V(rz)- U(Sa)t(Z/R)2+[(r/R)-(R/r)]2} , (1.8)

U a fi 2/2mR 2  , (1.9)

where the cylindrical coordinates z, r, and 0 (z perpendicular to the molecular plane)

are used, and a is a dimension less constant << 1. It is sensible to define

e= aR (isO)

as the diameter of the corresponding tube, whereas £ = 2MH is its length, so that

indeed e/1 = a/2 << 1.

It has been shown 4 that the potential (1.8) leads to energy levels

Enonn Erni Enr +Enz (1.)

where E corresponds to angular excitations, En corresponds to radial excitations,

and E corresponds to out-of-plane excitatlonm. The energy levels E of the "longi-

tudinal motion" are given by
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FREE-ELECTRON MODEL. I

E n Un 0f~o 22 o , ~il, 12, .(.

f(x) - [(l÷+x)i-1]/ 2 x - 1 - x + ... (1.13)

and for the two transversal motions one finds the excitation energies

A AEn 2U/ >> at . (l.l),
nr nz n0

It is therefore again true that the excitations of the transversal motions can be

neglected, and that the energy levels of the longitudinal motion approximate the

limiting levels

l.im 9n -Un2  . (1.15)
G-_ 0 n.

These are, however, identical with the levels obtained by considering the one-

dimensional motion of a particle along the line which is the limit of the tube as e-O.

These conclusions can be expected to be independent of the particular example

chosen, i.e., to hold not only for a circular tube, but for a tube along any arbitrary

bond path, e.•., for the hexagonal tube of benzene. This expectation will be Justified

at the end of the next subsection. We have then the general result that the assumption

of a potential, infinite everywhere except on the bond skeleton, is equivalent to

describing the electronic motion by an one-dimensional MO, O(x), depending on the

"bond-path coordinate" x, and asiuming for O(x) the Schr~dinger equation

o(d/dx)2+m/f 2)EV(x)j(x) , (1.16)

where V(x) is an appropriate potential along the bond skeleton. The complete descrip-

tion of the electron is then furnished by a three-dimensional molecular orbital which

can approximately be written as

¢(Dx,y,z) 9 O(x)(2/e)sin(Try/e)sin(2nz/e) ,(.7

0 e y -•, Z • E , < . (1.17')

Here the x-coordinate Is tangential to the bond paths, y is perpendicular to x in the

molecular plane, and z is perpendicular to the molecular plane, which is chosen to be

the plane z - 0. The orbital 1'(x,y,z) is antisymmetric with respect to this plane. A

more rigorous form for O(x,y,z) is obtained by solving the thin-tube problem corres-

ponding to the bond skeleton; between such a O(x,y,z) and the one-dimensional orbital
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O(x) one has, tn analogy with (2.7,7'), the relation

0 2(x) -olrm I dQ42 (x,y,z) J (..8)

sign of O(x) - sign of 4'(x,y-e/2,ze-/4) (l.19)

whore e is the diameter of the tube, and Q(x), its cross-section at the point x.

e. Branching Points (Joints)

Those points in a conjugated structure where three branches meet (we call them

branching points or Joints) present the one-dimensional formulation with a particular

problem. Let us split the skeleton of Figure 1 (II) up into three branches and define

on each branch an independent arbitrary coordinate system as shown by Figure I (III).

Let OB(xB) be the part oa the wavefunction O(x) which lies on the branch B(-1,2,3);

more precisely, let %B(xB) be defined by:.

0B(XB) - 0(x), if x * xB, 1.e., on branch B, ( 0

j(1.20)
OB(XB) ' 0, if x 0 XB, 1.e., on all other brarches,

so that

OWx E JO 0(xB) .(1.21)

Then the Schr8dinger equation (1.16) holds for each branch function OB(XB), and the

question arises: how to fit together those %B(xB) which meet in one Joint.

A first condition is quite clearly the "continuity condition": the three branch

functions 0¢(Xl), 02 (x 2 ), 03(x ) must assume the same value at their meeting point,
i.e' ::

O~1J) 02(x2J) 03 x3J) ,(.2

where XBj is the coordinate of the joint on branch B.

However, since Eq. (1.16) is a second order differential equation, we have to

derive also a condition involving the first derivatives of the functions OB(XB). For

this purpose we consider again the system of thin tubes corresponding to a bond skele-

ton. Let Figure 4a illustrate the part of this system in the neighborhood of a joint.

As before, let D(x,y,z) be the solution of the three-dimensional Schr8dinger

equation inside the tube, fulfilling the boundary condition O(x,y,z) - 0 at the walls.

From
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a div(tP grad 4') = grad2 0 + A , (1.23) J

we obtain by virtue of Gauss' theorem

dV (grad24' + OLO4) dS00(0/6n) dS( 32/n) (1.214)

where S is the surface of the volume, V, and (W/6n) is

the derivative in the direction of the outer normal on S.

For the volume, V, we choose the volume indicated by the

shaded area in Figure 4b.. Since 0 vanishes on the walls,

(a) and Q,, Q2 1 Q.. are planar cross-sections,' Eq. (1.24)

simplifies to

B B4

J dV(grad 2 0 + oa~4) (1C.251)

where the coordinate x. is tangential to the tube branch

B, and pointing away from the joint. Now consider first

the limit c - 0 (e - tube diameter). By virtue of Eq.

12ý (1.18,20) the left-hand side of Eq. (1.25) goes into

(b) Bfinite; (1.26)
Fig. 14 B [B-'(xB)]XB=xBJ+6

hence it follows that also

lim J = finite,

and therefore the integrand of J becomes infinite of the order e" 2 as e 0. Secondly,

consider the limit: {lim e - 0 and lim 6 - 0}, where 6 is the distance of each of the

three surfaces QB from the Joint midpoint (see Figure 4b). Since the surfaces QB are

purely fictitious, and 4P does not fulfill any boundary conditions on them, the limit

6 -. 0 (in distinction from the limit e - 0) does in no way cause 0 to become infinite.

Hence, in the limit {e -0, 6 -.01, the integrand of J, once again, goes to infinity

as -2, and hence
1km J- .i

6 -0, E-0

Therefore, the expression (1.26) must vanish for xB X~j, and we find the new

boundary condition I
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Z- 0 EB(:XB)0 OB(XB) - 0 at the joint xB- XBJ , (1.27)B"B ( B) B ^B

which by virtue of the continuity condition (1.22) is equivalent to

E (,)OB(XB)]Joint - 0 . (1.28)B x

Since Eq. (1.28) may be derived also in the case of complex wavefunctions, it is

clear that Eq. (1.28) expresses the conservation of the quantum-mechanioal current

densityt

(ili/2m)[E(dO*/dx) - 0*(dO/dx)] • (1.29)

However, since all wavefunctions O(x) which occur as solutions of our problems are

(with a few exceptions) real, their current density vanishes everywhere so that the

current conservation becomes trivial. We shall call Eq. (1.28) the "conservation

condition,"

The derivation of the conservation conditions is independent of the number of

branches meeting at one joint. Although for our purposes only the case of three

branches per joint is useful, it is still of interest to note that also in the general

case the conditions (1.22) and (l.I8) suffice precisely to determine the solution ofr'

the eigenvalue problem, if the wavefunotion is required to have a unique value every-

where. In order to recognize this independence, consider a system containing

a3 joints collecting 3 branches

a4 joints collecting 4 branches

. . .

a joints ocolleoting J branches,

and b "free endpoints."

If Bmax is the total number of branches, then

2Bmax - 3a + 4a4 + "' + Jai + . (1.30)

Since Eq. (1.16) is a second-order differential equation, the left-hand side of Eq.

(1.30) gives the number of constants In the total wavefunotlon O(x); the right-hand

side of Eq. (1.30), on the other hand, gives the total number of Joint and endpoint

conditions. Since there is one more parameter (the elgenvalue) and one more condition

(the normalization of the wavefunotion) in the problem, the number of unknowns to be

determined equals the number of equations to be fulfilled.
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It is furthermore easily seen that, in the case of one closed branch, as in

benzene, the Joint conditions are equivalent to the condition that the wavefunotion

have a period that is an integral traction of the branch length.

On the basi• of the Joint conditions (1.22,28) it is possible to give a more

rigorous Justification for the statements leading up to Eq. (1.16), namely, that there

is no difference in the treatment of linear and non-linear bond paths. Consider any

non-branching point on a bond path as a Joint with two branches; the conditions (1.22,

28) then are applicable and yield the result that both O(x) and (dO/dx) are continuous

at any such point. These continuities, however, entail the validity of the Schr8dinger

equation (1.16) throughout the entire bond path containing only such points. Consider

in particular a "corner" in the bond pathi e,&., in naphthalene [see Figure 1 (II)]: on

the two straight portions of the bond path meeting at the corner, Eq. (1,16) is valid;

at the corner, 0 and (dO/dx) have to be oontinuous; and, if V(x) is continuous, Eq.

(1.16) yields that the left limit of (d/dx) 20 equals the right limit 6f (d/dx) 2 0. It

follows that (d/dx )2 exists at the corner and equals the common limit so that Eq.

,_(1.16) is valid at the corner. Hence, corners in a bond path have no implicatior.s, if'

the n-electronio potential is continuous.

The conditions (1.22,28) were first used by Hans Kuhn.9 As yet no proof or dis-

cussion of the conservation condition (1.28) seems to have been given.

f. Formulation of the General Mathematical Problem

It may be useful to collect at this point the equations which determine the one-

dimensional free-eleotron molecular orbital (FEMO). They are:

1) the Schrddinger equation on the branches:

H O(X) [ ((-E2/2m)(d/dx) 2 + V(x))}(x) u E O(x) , (1.31)

2) the joint conditions:

[0(x 1 ) - 02(x2 ) - 03 (x3)) at Joint (continuity condition)', (1.32)

E (a0B/6XB)Joint = 0 (conservation condition) , (1.33)
B

3) the boundary conditions for free endpoints:

O(x) = 0 at free endpoint. (1.34)

9H. Kuhn, Helv. Chim. Acta 3, 2247 (1949).
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Concerning the branches having free endpoints, there is still a question that remains

to be settled--namely, where to locate the endpoint. For reasons which will become

clear later [see appendix] we adopt the following postulate: The free-electron paths

terminate one bond length beyond the last atom. Thus, for the styrene molecule of

Figure 5a, whose bond skeleton is given by Figure 5b, the free-electron path is pio-

tured in Figure 5o: it extends up to the point E, whereas the last atom is situated at

the point C.

E The definition initially given for

the free-electron model has therefore to

C C be modified. It should now read: The

2 potential for the q-electronic motion is

assumed to be infinite everywhere oxcept

8 on the &ree-eleotron path, where it is

finitej the free-eledtrbn path is iden-

5 • tical with the bond skeleton except that

it exceeds the latter at its free end-
6 5(a) (b) (C) points by one bond length. Some authors~b

have used different-conventions concerning
Fig. 5

the free endpoints in order to fit certain

experimental data; our choice is based on theoretical grounds, as will be shown in the

appendix.

&. Hermiticity, Orthogonality, Normalization

The problem just formulated is an eigenvalue problem in a one-dimensional, but

multiconnected configuration space. Let (see Eqs. (1.20,21)]

f(X) E f r(x.) (1.35)

B

be a function in thlse Rpoe satisfying the Joint and endpoint conditions (1.32,33,34),

but otherwise arbitrary. The integral over the configuration space is then defined as

I dxf(x) = E I dxBr(XB) , (1.36)
B iB

£ ~BE
where 4 indicates the total length of the fi'ee-electron paths and I indicates the

length of branch number B. In connection with guch integrals the following generaliza-

tion of Green's theorem is important.

Consider the integration over the one-dimensional space indicated in Figure 6,
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where the coordinates xB runs from 0 (at the Joint) to aB (at the endpoints). Let

f(x) and &(x) be two functions of the type (1.35) which, however, do not vanish at the

points a3, since Figure 8 Is assumed to be part of a larger bond skeleton. Then the

following theorem holds:

7B i•%[z(d/Mw1 2gB - %3dd%2f• ",ZIf~/N gB" / g ) ..(....3=3
dxB~f B (d/dB)B gB(d/dxB )B X [Bal dB~B 3EBd/xB~f

Indeed, Green's theorem yields

fB dx3Lr3 2(d/dcrg (d &BUU3  
J 3  (1.38)

SdxB[fB(d/dx)2B - gB(d/dxB)r• fB1 [fB /XBlgB -B g,•d/B)fB]o (.)
0

for each branch. If one now sums over the three branches, those terms on the right-

hand side of (1.38) which are taken at the joint (x, 0) vanish by virtue of the Joint

conditions (1.32,33,34):

Z([fB(d/dxB)gB -B(d/dxB)fBreo - f(0) E (dgB/dxB)O - g(O) Z (dfB/dxB) 0 - 0

B B B

and hence Eq. (1.37) results.

a2

Fig. 6

If one now decomposes the total free-electron path of a bond skeleton into parts

of the form of Figure 6 and applies (1.37) to each part, then all right-hand side

contributions of Eq. (1.37) cancel each other or vanish at the free endpoints, where

f . g - 0. Hence
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I dxf(x)(d/dx) 2 g(x) f I dxg(x)(d/dx) 2 r(x) , (1.39)

where the integration extends over the total bond skeleton; i.e., (d/dx)2 is a her-

mitian operator with respect to our multiconneoted configuration space, and so is the

Hamiltonian H of the Sohr~dinger equation (1,31). As a consequence, the eigenvalues

of that equation are real, and eigenfunctions belonging to different eigenvalues are

mutually orthogonal. (Eigenrunctions be±onging to the isum vMsenvalue can, of Cour.se,

be chosen so as to be mutually orthogonal.) The validity of these properties depends

essentially upon both joint conditions (1.32,33).

The eigenfunctions are required to be normalized:

fdx 02(x) =E'f dxBO02(xB) -1 .(1.i40)

B BI

2. CASE OF CONSTANT POTENTIAL

a. General Form of the Solution

If the potential V(x) is constant throughout the entire free-electron path, it

can be assumed to vanish identically, and the Schr8dinger equation (1.31) is readily

solved. The eigenfunction of the energy level En hns the form

n
On(x) - E OBXE) ,(2.1)

OBn(XB) aBnooS(knx3+aBn) , (2.2)

with

En (,fi2 /2 )kn . (2.3)

In the following we shall omit the subscript n wherever it is not needed. The condi-

tions which determine the parameters k,aB,6B (B = 1, 2, 3,...) become very simple. The

cuntinuity conditions (1.32):

alcos(kxli+61 ) = a 2 cos(kx 2 J+6 2 ) = a.cos(kx 3 j+6 3 ) ; (2.4)

the conservation conditions (1.33):

aIsin(kxlj+bI) + a 2 sin(kx2 J+62 ) + a 3 sin(kx3 j+6 3 ) 0 (2.5)

or, by virtue of (2.4):
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1,an(kx l+6I) + tan(kx2 J+6 2 ) + tan(kx3)+6 3) 0 . (2.6)

In these equations, xBJ denotes the coordinate of the joint on th9 branch B. The

normalization condition becomes

z aL ai dx 02 (x) 1 , (2.7)

B

where AB denntes, as usual, the length of the B-th branch. Eq. (2.7) is established in

the following way. On branch B one obtains

LB 2 2B
fdxB a~cos (kx B +6B) i .&B dxB~l+oos 2(kxB+63B))
0 0

aiB+ kl[sin(kxB+6B)cos(kxB+8))]OB

- a~ I Jk-[0B(d0B/dXB1L 2 2 -d }

dxB ~(xB) a ia + Jk'2([,B(d0B/dn)]O + [0B(d0B/dn)/j B (2.8)

where (d/dn) denotes the derivative at a Joint (or endpoint) in that direction on the

branch which points awayfrom the joint (or endpoint). By virtue of the normalization,

the left hand side of (2.8) will become unity after summation over all branches; hence

k2 (2 - E aiLA) - E ([0B(d0B/dn)Jo + [0B(d4B/dn)Jl } (2.9)

B B B

Here each branch enters on the right-hand side only by its first and last point. These

are either Joints or free endpoints. The latter do not contribute anything since 0 - 0

at a free endpoint. The terms arising from joints, on the other hand, may be ordered

according to Joints, so that the right-hand side of (2.6) may be written

Z { • 0B(d0B/dn)}on Joint J (2.10)
J B-1

where B - 1, 2, 3 denote the thLee branches merging in Joint J and 1F denotes the sumJ

over all Joints of the bond skeleton. By virtue of Eqs. (1.32,33), each term In the

summation over J vanishes separately, and thus Eq. (2.7) is proved. This equation may

be considered a generalization of the familiar result obtained in the case of a single

L2branch, namely that the mean value of cos 2 t between 0 and "r is [
It is useful to introduce, at this point, a few conventions. First of' all we note

that
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aBcos( ZB+8B) - alBoOs(kxB+6,B)

with

at - -aB 8 'B 6B k Tr

In order to eliminate any ambiguity we shall always choose the phase 6 such that

;i 6> i

thereby simultaneously fixing the relative signs of the amplitudes aB of the different

branches. At the same time this establishes a one-to-one correspondence between 6B and

tan63 ,

There is, of course, still a factor ei• (y " real) which is arbitrary in the

normalized functions (2.1). lHowever, we require the wavefunotion to be real, and thus -

only a factor (-I) remains arbitrary in the total function O(x) on Eq. (2.1).

In the second place, it is seen that tne sign of k and 6 may be simultaneously

reversed without affecting the wavefunction (2.2) or the eigenvalue (2.3). We adopt

the convention always to choose

kc ;s, (2.12)

which entails in each case a definite sign for 6. The de Broglie wavelength No of the

motion described by the molecular orbital (2.1) is then given by

ca xI27T/k . (23)

Since a constant potential.V(x) treats all atoms as equal, it is natural to

consider the distance D between neighboring atoms as a constant throughout the conju-

gated structure. We adopt this assumption and define the dimensionless constant

X kDA

which will prove to be convenient. Eq. (2.3) can then be written

(En/EH) (a/D) (2.141)

where a = W2/e 2m is the Bohr radius, and EH = e2/2a is the ionization potential of the

hydrogen atom. It will soon become clear that for our purposes, c'lies always in the

range
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0 K (2.15)

so that a one-to-one correspondence exists between K, sinK,and cos, .

b. S c of a Free-Electron Elgenfunction

Let

0(l), 0(2), .. O(N) ,(,6

denote the values which the eigenfunotion O(x), (2,1), assumes at the N atoms of the

conjugated structure. We define the N-dimensLonal row vector

". € ( N ~) 1-i:- 0(2) ,(.7

* , .. Ik. O(N)J
and call it the free-electron eigenveotor corresponding to the eigenfunction 0(x),

(2.1). This vector is uniquely determined by the function O(x); however, inversely

O(x) is also uniquely determined by the eigenvector 0 in conjunction with its eigen-

value (2.3). Indeed, each branch 5 contains at least two atoms, say P and Q, so that

the constants aB and 6B can, by virtue of (2.2), be expressed in terms of O(P), 0(Q),

and k - (2mE/#l In order to obtain explicit expressions for aB and B it is con-

venient to employ the relation

OB(xB+t) - C OS(k•)0B(xB) + k'isin(k d B , (2,18)

where • is arbitrary. Eq. (2.18), which will also prove to be useful later, follows

from (2.2) by virtue of the addition theorem for the cosine or else by means of the

Taylor expansion

OB(XB+g) - O (nE /nl)a OB(XB) =e 1B(XB)

0 B(XB+) - (cosia - i sini)0B(xB) ((219)

where a = (d/dx). The equivalence of (2.18) and (2.19) V'ollo.13 from the Schrbdinger

equation

(d/dx) O(x) + kO(x) =o (2.20)

In practice one chooses the origin of the coordinate on a branch, always such as
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to have it coincide with an atom or with the midpoint of a bond. Consider therefore

first the case that xB 0 coincides with an atom P so that

OB(P) 0016  , (2.21)

and let Q denote the atom next to -P at xB = D, so that by virtue of (2.18) and (2.14)

(B(Q) - OB(P)[oosx - sinK tan6] . (2.22)

From (2.21) and (2.22) one obtains the relations

tan86 I os ()~()/sinc (2.23)

2 - /086 (1 + ta (2.24)ai ()/O s6 ta2 B)(P)
2

for the calculation of tan6B and ai. The sign of at must be the same as the sign of

OB(P), since in Eq. (2.21) one has oos6B > 0 because of the convention (2.11). dn the

other hand, if xB a 0 coincides with the midpoint of the bond between the atoms P and

Q, then application of (2.18) for xB a 0, 1p - -JD, and t. - JD yields

4B(P) aj3[oosjx cos8B + sinjic sin8B) , (2.25)

-B(Q) a BaOcsi 00o 6 B - sinix sin8t] , (2.26)

or'

OB(P) + OB(Q) - 2a~oosK 0C0o 6B , (2.27)

OB(P) - OB(Q) - 2aBsinjo sin6B . (2.28)

Hence one obtains for tan6B and ai

tan6 1 + coax OB(pP) -B(q) ,(2.29)

ai R~P S 2 2cosK OB(P)OB(Q)I/sin2ic (2.30)

since Cos6B > 0, the sign of ai is the same as the sign of [OB(P) + 0B(0)], see Eq.

(2.27).

It is useful to define another N-dimensional row vector, namely

' , (2.31)

TN
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whose elements T,, 921 TN have subscripts corresponding again to the N atoms of the

system and are defined in the following manner (see 2.16):

CP - D ýO(P) , if P is not a joint ("ordinary atoms") (2. 32)(•I1(2.32)J
- (D3/2)O(Q) if Q is a joint

The vector * has, as we shall show, the property

c 2 aBAB dxO Wx E dx B 0 (B)B(.
P=1 B £

where denotes the hermitian conjugate matrix of 9, which here is identical with the

transposed matrix. Since 0(c) is assumed to be a normalized eigenfunction (see 1.31),

we obtain

Z*' V ,P. (2.3))
P-I

and therefore call 9 the normalized free electron eigenveotor.

In order to establish (2.33) consider first the n atoms Q1, Q2 , Q, ".Qn on one

branch B. If xF is the coordinate of the first atom Q FB and xE - xF + (n-l)D is

the coordinate of the last atom Q EB, then let us denote the argument of the cosines

in (2.2) by (see 2.14)

f kXF + 6B (first atom FB) 1
j. (2.35)

e• kxE + 6B + (n-l)c (last atom ) .4J

For- the sum

N 2
SB vE i V) (2.36)V=l

one obtains
2 n-l 2 2in-1 12(Kv+f)

SB ai Jo cos (xv+f) = E L (2 + e + ei•2(Kv+f)}
v,0

2a3 {2n + e2f (e12nK-l)/(e 2-1) + e-2f (e- -l)/(e-12t-)

and by virtue of (2.35)

S 2(2a{n + [et(f+e) + e-i(f+e)][ei(e-f+K) - e-i(e-f+K)]/[eK -e--c]}

SB ' ai{n + j[sin(2e+,) - sin(2f-ic)]/sinK}
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& "a•(-)+cot•(sine ooee - minT 00sf) + co~ o~). (2.37)

Giving A the same meaning as in Eq. (2.7) and giving (d,/dn) the same meaning as in

Eq. (2.8) one can, in the case of a branch between two joints, write (2.37) as

DSe B _a 12 + JD[02(FB) + 2(EB)] + (D/2k)cotxi[OB(d%/dn)]F + [O%(dOB/dn)] }. (2.38)
FB

If a branch B contains a free endpoint and Qn is the last atom, then 1a frRe end-

point with the boundary condition 0 - 0 is located one bondlength beyond Qn 1. e" at

the site of a fictitious atom Qn+l. Since O(Qn+l) 0 O, one has in this case

n n+l •
S.. (in) E 2 Oi~v (Qv) 83(B lVol V-i

and we obtain Eq. (2.38) again; but all terms coming from the free end vanish.

Let us now sum Eq. (2.38) over all branches of a conjugated structure and write

the result in the form

{[(D/2k)otx (dB/dn)] + [OB(d B/dn)E 3  . (2.39)

"B B FB ]B

Taking into consideration that all contributions from free endpoints vanish, one

recognizes that by virtue of (2.36) and (2.32) the left-hand side of (2.39) is

identical with

N 2 *

P-i

where the sum over P includes all atoms of the conjugated system. Furthermore, the

second term on the right-hand side of (2.39) is of the same nature as the right-hand

side of (2.9), and vanished for the reasons given there. Thus Eq. (2.39) becomes

1 identical with Eq. (2.33), and the proof is completed.

The normalization theorem is not limited to the eigenvector f (2.31). Choose, on

the free electron path, any set of L-equidistant points R1, R2 , ... RL, whose neighbor

distance, d, is adjusted in such a manner that all joints and endpoints are contained

in the set, and define the L-dimensional row vector

'P2 (2.40)
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With

P11 d0V(R) ' if R is not a Joint, (2.41)

PR - (d3/2)40(R) , if R is a Joint.

From the preceding derivation it is apparent that the normalization thoorem (2.42,43)

holds equally for ,

For example, one may choose d - JD, and then the pontB RI, R2 , ... RL are All

atoms p all bond midpoints. One obtains

;2 . •, at atoms: R P,

- D02(R) at bond midpointsl R ,

hence
E ;2 't c2 + jD,. E2(M), (2.42)

SR P M

By virtue of the normalization theorem, the left-hand side of (2.42) is unity, and the

first term on the right-hand side is j; hence one finds

D E 02(M) . 1 ,(2.43)

M

where the sum extends over all bond midpointb. Eq. (2.43), which may be called the

normalization theorem for the bond midpoint, serves as a convenient numerioal check in

any computation involving the 02 (M).

A different example is provided by the stilbene molecule (see Figure 7). There

it is possible to choose a four-dimensional normalized row vector , corresponding to

the four atoms A, B, 0, D, with the neighbor distance d a 3D.

Fig. 7
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_. Matrix Form of the Eigenvalue Problem

Consider three onsecutive points P-j, PO, P+l, on a branch with ooordinates

(xB-D), XB, (XB+D) respeotively. Applying the relation (2.18) for OB(P_ 1 ) and O(P+,),

one obtains

-B(P-1) 2oosK OB(Po) + *B(P+1 ) 0 o . (2.44)

if P0 is the last atom at a free end, then O(P_1) - 0, and hence

-2cosx O(Pc) + OB(P+l) = 0 (2.45)

in that case. Consider furthermore a joint J and its three neighboring atoms P,' P2,

P . Applying Eq. (2.18) for (P,), (P2), (P 3 ), and adding all three relations one

obtains

3 3
1; O(PB) .3oo0iC O(J) + k~luSnKc Z (d OB/dxB).7

Because of the conservation condition (1.33), the second term on the right-hand side

vanish,ýs, and the result is

001 +ON) + O(P - 3oosK 00J) a0 .( 2.4I6)

Since for each atom one has one relation of the type (2.44,45,46), one finds

exactly as many equations as there are atoms. Hence one has a system of N homogeneous

linear equations for N quantities O(P I ), O(P2)' ... 0(-N)' This may be written

P 0 a0 (2.47)

where 0 is the eigenvector defined in Eq. (2.17), and P is a matrix whose structure is

most easily explained by writing it down in a special case, say styrene. If the atoms

are numbered in the way indicated in the free-eleotron path of Figure 50, then the

matrix assumes the form!

1 2 3 4 6 7 8
1 - I 1

2 1 -F 1

3 -(3/2)F 11
(2.48)

5 1 -F
6 1 -F 1

I I
8 1 -F --
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where all elements which are omitted vanish, and

F u2cosK (;2.9)

Let T be the diagonal matrix defined by

TpQ - Tp 5pQ , 1

1, if P is not a joint (2.50)

{(2 ), if P is a joint,

so that the normalized eisenveoter (2.31,32) is given by

DiT (2.51)

Then Eq. (2.47) can be rewritten as the eigenvalue equation

I F# (2.62)

where • is the matrix,

[TT + F1, (2.53)

(I a unit matrix). In the case of styrenel

1 2 5 6 7 8
1 0 1F2 1 0 (234f

(2/3)1 0 (2/3)

41 (2/0 0 1 (2.53I)

5 1 0

6 1 0 1

7 1 0 1

8 (2/0)1 0

Since ' is a symmetric matrix, it follows that the eigenvalues F are real [by virtue

of (2.49) they are * 21, and that the eigenvectors belonging to different eigenvalues

are mutually orthogonal. From (2.34) we know that the elgenvectors are normalized.

Different eigenvectors of one degenerate level can of course be orthogonalized. Hence

the eigenvectors . of (2.52), corresponding to the ei~enfunctions 01 (x),
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02(X) ... On(x) satisfy the relations

N
FEI 'np~mp 68mn '

in analogy with

I dx0n(X)om(X) W - (2.55)

The eigenvalues Fn are found as solutions of the secular equation corresponding to

(2.52) or (2.47);

IF' F-F - , (2.56)

or

IFI- .02

From the eigenvalues Fn one finds the energy levels En by means of (2.49) and (2.14t).

When the eigenvalues are found, the eigenvectors n can be determined as solutions

of the system of equations (2.52), or the eigenvector o nan be determined as solutions

of (2.47). Finally, the free-electron wavefunctions 0n(X) can be calculated from the

eigenvectors by the method outlined in Eqs. (2.21-30).

In this way, energy levels and eigenfunctions of the free-electron problem with

constant potential can be determined without explicit use of the boundary condition

(1.34) and the joint conditions (2.4,5,6); and application of the model to larger

molecules is made possible. Whereas the determination of the eigenvalues must always

be done by means of the secular equation (2.56,57) (except in the very simplest cases),

it is sometimes more convenient to determine the free-electron wavefunctions directly

than to calculate the eigenvectors. This is the case when the phases of the wave-

function are immediately given by the symmetry of the system (for example in naphtha-

lene); once the eigenvalues and all phases 6B of a wavefunction are known, it is easy

to determine its amplitudes, aB, by use of the equations (2.4) and (2.7).

It should be noted that thp matrix form of the eigenvalue problem can equally

well be developed for eigenvectors of the type discussed in Eq. (2.40). A nice appli-

cation of this fact to the stilbene molecule of Figure 7 will be discuused later.

Another consequence is that the orthonormality relations (2.54) hold also for the

eigenvectors n (2.40). Incidentally it may be mentioned that the orthogonality of

eigenv;Ctnrs belonging to different eigenvalues can also be derived directly by the
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method employed in the proof of the normalization theorem (2.34).

Discussion, A.pl.cations

The N values whioh are obtained for F - 2eosi give rise to Infinitely many values

of X. There are N values xn(n - 1, 2...N) in the range 0 4 x a iT and each of these N
nn

values Kn gives rise to an infinite set of x values, namely

• nien + 2frv , v - 1, 2, 3 (2.58)

A posaible situation in the case N a 2 is shown in Figure 8. We note that by defini-

tion K 4 0 (see 2.12). To each value n ( a ) belongs, by means of (2.141), one ,

elgenvalue E* and, by means of Eqs. (2.21-30), one wavefunetion 0* (x).

Thus each eigenveoctor fn give. rise to an infinite set of eigenfunctions a n(X).

For the N lowest-energy levels, i. e., those in the range (0 4 x 4 n), the de Broglie

wavelength X (2.13) is

~2D .(2.59)

Hence there can be no more than one node from each wavefunotion between two neighboring

atoms. For the wavefunctions corresponding to K > ff, on the other hand, there always

exists pairs of neighboring atoms between which are at least two nodes.

The eigenvalue g N 0 (corresponding to Fn - 2) implies € a *,_i. _., a constant

wavefunction. Hence it does not occur if the electron path has a free endpoint, since

a constant wavefunotion would have to vanish identically. This eigenvalue always

occurs, however, if the electron path has no free endpoints.

0 27 417r 6 7r 87

Fig. 8

Since the molecule contains N it-electrons, the one-half N lowest levels are doubly

occupied in the ground state. If N is odd, then the highest level is only singly

occupied in the ground state. Later, it will be shown that for alternant hydrocarbons

all ground-state levels have

i / 7T/2 (2.60)

but also for those non-alternant hydrocarbons which were investigated by one of us, 6
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the condition (2.60) was always round to be valid for the ground-state levels.

The excitations of the highest electrons to the next higher levels correspond to

the ir-electron spectra or the conjugated molecule. The transition energy AE E•m - En

between two levels E., En is given by

-. &(I2 , (2.61)

with

ED -Z(a/D) 2 J (2.62)

the corresponding wavenumber (I/X) - 4E/ho by

'(l/x)- Cl/•)A(• 2 ) , (2.63)

or

* (ll•) = ½xA(l/x) , (2.64)

with

(l/%D) XI/8•r2 2 D (2.65)

Here the symbol Ax always has the meaning xm - XnJ Xk is the de Broglie wavelength

(2.13) of a free-eleotron-orbitalj a = 0.529151R is the Bohr radiusi EH a 13.6035eV is

the atomic ionization potential or hydrogenj and X.a 0.02426o7k is the Compton wave-

length. For D a DW 1.I0000R (the subsorxipt 0 stands for "conjugated", the value

1.40000 being a mean value for the bond distance in conjugated systems) one obtains

the numerical values

l6 M 1.9432eV w 44.827koal/mole (2.66)

(I/xy) - 15,677cm" . (2.661)

For .other values of D one finds ED and XD by means of the relation

(Ey/Se) - (xc/nX) _ (Dc/D)2 . (2.6")

Because of Eq. (2.60) it follows then that the lowest lr-electronic excitation energies

are of the order of magnitude given in Eq. (2.66,66'), or rather a little larger. This

result is in agreement with experiment. In contrast, the excitation of an electron
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from a ground-state level to a level with x ; 7t needs an energy AE • (7r2 2 )E1D

14.3eV. Since the ionization energy for benzene is 9.24eV, such a level oannot have a

physical meaning, L. e., the approximations of the free-electron model which do not

allow for ionization become insufficient for excitations of this magnitude.

The lowest N levels of the free-electron model correspond to the N levels found

in LCAO theory. The similarity between the form of the matrix I' (2.53) and the matrix

which determines the eigenstates in LOAO theory is striking; indeed, the only differ-

once is that each Joint introduces a factor (2/3)1 into the matrix V, whereas it does

not do so in the LCAO matrix. The set of linear equations ( 2 . 4 4,4 5 ,46) is of the fsame

nature as the corresponding system in LOAO theoryA and the simplifioat'ions' 'on the basis

of the molecular symmetry can therefore be achieved by exactly the same methods which

10are used in LCAO theory. It should be noted that each free-electron eigenfunution

belongs to a definite representation ot the three-dimensional symmetry group of its

molecule. In order to find this representation one h,.as to take Into account that the

total three-dimensional free-electron wavefunction (see Eq. (1.17) ff.) is anti-

symmetric with respect to the molecular plane. It follows that a one-,to-one corres-

pondence exists, between the tree-electron states and the LCAO states according to their

group-theory classification. However, the order of the energies is not always the same

same; an example is given by the fourth and fifth levels in perylene (of. refs. 6 and

8): The LCAO model furnishes EA > EB the tree-electron theory, EB > EAu lu lu
Also the free-electron method may yield accidental degeneracies not shown by the LOAO

model and vice versa. (E. j., the sixth to ninth levels inclusive In perylene are

degenerate in the LCAO model, but not in the free-electron model.)

Let M. and M+ be the two bond midpoints on both sides of a non-Joint atom P, and

let P and Q be the two atoms on both sides of a bond midpoint M. Then it is sensible

to define an atom population, a', on P and a bond population, b,, on the bond PQ by

the equations

a,(P) - fE f M , (2x8
n M_

bf(M) - b'(PQ) - En f dX02(x) ,(2.68')

n n

where f n w 0, 1, 2 denotes the number of electrons occupying the orbital n (x). The

sum extends only over the filled orbitals, since fn = 0 for the other cases. For an

10See, e. Z., ref. 8, page 196.
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atom P3 at a Joint the atom population has to be defined by
3 M

aCp) - E f n E dxBO n(xB) (2.681
n BM

where M , M2 , M3 are the three bond midpoints between Pi and its three neighbor atoms.

Instead of using the quantities a' and b', it is simpler to work with the quan-

tities a and b, defined by (See Eq. (2.32),'
21 -

a(P) E fnP T D W(P) (2.69)
nn nP Pn

b(PQ) - b(M) - D w(M) , (2.69')

where

n - n•(x) (.o
n

denotes the total ff-eleotronic linear density at the point x, and Tp is defined in

Eq. (2.50). One would have a - at and b - b', if O(P), O(M), 0(Pj) would represent

the mean value of the function 0(x) in the integrals (2.68), (2.68'), (2.68"), respee-

tively. Although this is, in general, not true for a single atom or bond, it can be

considered to hold on the average, in the sense of the following argument. Acoording

to Eqs. (203) and (2.43) the total i-electronic population of the molecule can be

expressed as

E" E fn I dx,2(x) - a(P) -E b(M) , (2.71)
n P M

whence

E a,(P) - a(P) -N, (2.71')
P P

E b'(M) E Z b(M) - N , (2.71")
M M

where the summation over P contains all atoms and the sumnation over M contains all

bond midpoints (N is the number of electrons). Hence, on the average, a(P) may be

considered as the contribution of atom P to the total population, and b(PQ) may be

considered as the contribution of the bond PQ to the total population. In the follow-

ing, we shall apply the terms atom population and bond population to a and b respec-

tively.

The quantities a, b have a similar physical meaning as the analogous quantities

q (- the number of electrons on an atom) and p (- bond order between two atoms) of the
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LCAO model. 2 It follows then that the reaotivities of the different atoms and the

total 7r-electronio dipole moment of the molecule are connected with the a's in the same
way as they are connected with the q's, and the application can be taken over directly

from LCAO theory. It should be noted however that at the joints there is a difference
between the electron density and the electron population (t' is difference is unknown in

LCAO theory), and one may 4:aise the question whether the former or the latter decides

the chemical reactivity. The quantities b, on the other hand, are related to the bond
lengths and the so-called free valences of the same atoms in the same way as the LCAO

quantities, p.

On this basis it is possible to correlate the free-electron wavefunotions with
experimental facts. The numerical comparison shows that the free-electron results are

in no way inferior to the results obtained from the LCAO model.

e. Alternant Conjugated Systems

We conclude the present paper by showing that the free-electron theory describes

the particular character of the alternant conjugated system with an even number of

atoms in the very same way as the LCAO model does. 1 1  This important group of mole-

cules, which includes all conjugated structures composed of even-membered rings, is

defined by the following properties: The conjugated structure contains an even number

of atoms, and it must be possible to divide all atoms into two classes, e. £., "starred

ones" and "unstarred ones", in such a fashion that no two neighbors belong to the same

class.

The theoretical characteristics of these molecules have their origin in the

"pairing theorem", which we shall now establish. Let 3 be the matrix

1 0 0 0 ... 0
0 -1 0 0 ... 0

0 0 1 0 ... 0
0 - (2.72)

0 0 0 0 ... l: 3
i. e., J is a diagonal matrix in which all elements corresponding to the starred atoms

are 1 and all elements corresponding to the unstarred atoms are -1. Then

I,
j2 1 (2.73)

"Alternant systems with an odd number of atoms present no difficulties and will be
dealt with in a subsequent paper.
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where I denotes the unit matrix, and

,,T = - (2.74.)

where 7 is the matrix (2.53). Hence It follows from (2.52) that

~l~ FloI , (2.75)

with

- o, (2,76)

- -F . (2.77)

That is: If # is an eigenvector with the eigenvalue F, then 0' is an eigenveotor with

the eigenvalue F' P -F. Hence, if K is an eigenvalue of c (see Eq. (2.49)), then

-nl 7 " n (2,78)

is also an eigenvalue. Combined with Eq. (2.58), this leads to the result that with

( n(f/2) one has simultaneously the eigenvalues

9n a= KO + Vff
nv n

v O 0, 1, 2, 3 ... (2.79)

KC1  - (W-K n) + vir

Figure 9 shows all the eigenvalues generated by one xn' which must appear together in

an alternant system.

0 7r 27r 3"V 47V

Fig. 9

Let cn be the smaller one and let K be the larger one of Lhe two paired eigen-

values -< nr, i. e.,

o K 4 ,71' (2.80)

hler ei x, •< fr .nd.)ta

Then It follows for the two paired eigenfunctions 0n(x) and 01'(x) that i
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%On ý, 4D ,(2.82)

4D ;o X01 r 2D ,(2.83)
n

i. e., for 0n(x) two nodes are at least two bond lengths apart, and for O(x) the

distance of two nodes lies between one and two bond lengths. Moreover, one sees from

Eq. (2.76) that

On(P) - •O(P) at each starred atom,
(2.84)

On(p) - "O(P) at each unstarred atom,

or viceversa, depending on the oholoe of the arbitrary signs in the wavefunotions.

The explicit form of the wavefunotion *A(x) becomes simple on a branch where the

point x. - 0 coincides with an atom: If n(x) is given by Eq. (2.2), then 0n(x) is

given by 7

Obn(x) aBn oos[(D'l7-kn)XB 6Bn] (2.85)

as may be verified by taking account of Eqs. (2,78,84) in Eqs. (2.23, 24) which deter-

mine kn, kBn, ", 8•n From (2.85) follows indeed thatn'6B I' nn

n(VD) (-1)Y 3 n(VD), v 1, 2, 3 . , (2.86)

which is Identical with (2.84), if one chooses the point xB 0 to be a starred atom.

On the other hand, on a branch where x, , 0 coincides with a bond midpoint one finds,

by virtue of (2.29,30) and (2.78,84), that

n(x)- n cos (Dl•-kn)xB + (W-6Bn)] , (2.87)

whence

S- (-1)VoBn(V-J)D), - 1, 2, ... , (2.88)

which agrees with (2.84) if xB- - is chosen as a starred atom.

An immediate consequence of the pairing theorem is the population theorem, which

states that the total n-electronic population at each atom is unity in the ground

state of an alternant conJugated system. This theorem, which excludes, for example,

the existence of a r-electronic dipole moment for alterrnnt systems, Is established in

the following'way: By virtue of the pairing theorem, in particular Eq. (2.84), the
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ir-eleotronio atom population (2.70) In the ground state can be written

a(P) N/Z 29n (2.89)
nw- n. n

Now Eq. (2.64) states that the quantities qinP' taken for n 1 1, 2, ... N, form an

orthogonal matrix and hence

a(P) - 1 . (2.90)

This population theorem is the counterpart of the identical theorem in the LCAO model.

Since the secular equation simultaneously has the aigenvalues F and -F, it must

be possible to write it as a system of XN equations oontaining only F 2 . Such a system

can be obtained in the following manner: The matrix 72ohiwnutem with ~T(2.7'2)t

and hence has no elements (different from zero) connecting starred and unstarred atoms.

Hence the vector transformation described by 7' leaves both the "starred subspace" and

the "unstarred subspace" tnvariant, and hence the eigenveotors of Y can be assumed to

have only starred components or only unstarred components. The eigenvalue of '• is

of course F. Indeed from (2.52) and (2.75, 76, 77) it follows that

,#~m;:L:

whence

-pt p# (2.93)

2# flp 2#~

with

* J3 (2.*94~)

Since

000 1
1 0

(I + 1) 0 1) (2.95)
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one may write Eq. (2.93) and (2.93') as

(F). O P - Il, , (2.96)

(2)o o ,(2.96')

whore O is the *N-dimensional vector obtained from 0+ by omitting all unstarred

components, and #0 is the }N-dimensional vector obtained from by omitting all

starred components. Similarly, (T2). and (2)o are obtained from e by omitting all

unstarred or all starred elements respectively. The eigenvalues F2 are therefore

solutions of the two equations

I(12)* - P2Zl o , (2.-97)

1y2 F2 (2.97)

The eigenveotors *,, $0 of (2.96) and (2.961), corresponding to the same eigenvalue FV,

furnish the two eigenveotors + and P of F2. From these, one obtains the two eigen-

vectors

* ~ + f(2.98)

-' * - - ,+" 0 (2.98') l.,I'l'

of c", corresponding to the two elgenvalues +F and -P. Which eigenvalue belongs to

which eigenveotor is decided by oheoking the relation (2.44), 1. e., one of the

equations of the set (2.52), between three neighboring points.

As an illustration let us finally consider the problem of finding the eigenvaluesi'/i

of the stilbene molecule, whose free-electron path has already been shown in Figure 7.

In the first place, we note that one may set up a secular equation for the four points

A, B, C, D, which have the neighbor distance 3D. Since they form an alternant system,

the four eigenvalues, Fn' of this problem form two pairs, and since there are no free

endpoints, one pair must beF 2, ý4 - -2, corresponding to x1 = 0, K - 7r, where

3Dk. Hence there aitually remains one eigenvalue to be determined. The matrix

(2.53) becomes for these four points,
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A B C D

A 0 2(2)T 0 0

BF 37(222 (2.99)
C 0 0 2(2

D 0 0 2 (0) 0

whence

8 0 4() 0

0 28 0 2*
, (2.100)

0 0

0 4() 0 8

and

28421
(.)* (2.101

The secular equation (2.97) becomes

( 52o P + 576 0 (2.102)

and, since (3"F)2 36 (corresponding to P 2) must be one root, it follows that

-(3)2t 52 - 36 - 16 is the second root. Thus, we find for rr - cos;, and for Z, the

f. our eigenvalues

cos 1 2/3 -2/1 -.1
%n 0 0.2687 0.7327

in the range (0 4 A 7r). These eigenvalues plus those generated in the range between

n and 3w are drawn In Figure 10 on horizontal lines. The fIirst vertical scale shows

the values of K and the second (middle) vertical scale shows the corresponding values

of k-;/3D.

•,[ Since the eigenvalues of k depend only on the free-electron path and not on the

manner in which one assumes equidistant points on the path, no other eigenvalues, k,

can be found by solving the l4-dimensional secular equation corresponding to the 14
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i 37f ;,/D- 7r

2 ..... 2t6/3 2r/ 3

""7T.. 7T/3D' "7r/3

m M- /1 ,ma)t•

jJvia, 10

atoms of the Molecule. However, in this problem one works with the quantities 9 - Dk -

. /3. The I4 states with 0 4 x 4 7 correspond to the 14 LCAO states of the molecules.

Now the third (right) scale in Vigure 10 shows -the values of x for the eigenvalues

which were foundj one reoognizes that there exists only 10 levels in this range; hence

some of these must be degenerate. Indeed, the levels xn a 7/3 and x, 27r/3 are both

triply degenerate, thus providing the extra four levels. This degeneracy is easily

recognized: The eigenfunotions fbr icn - t/3 have X. 6D, and one sees immediately

that one can construct three mutually orthogonal wavefunotions with this wavelength;

they are shown in.Figure 11 where a

full line is drawn, wherever the wave funotion is positive,

[Ihollow line is drawn, wherever the wave function is negative,

dotted line is drawn, where'ver the wave function is identically zero.

jI• Since there are three independent wavefunctions for K = ir/3, the same must be true for

c - 2n/3 by virtue of the pairing theorem. In order to find all wavefunctions one

solves the system of two linear equations obtained from (2.96) by |Iubstituting (f )*

of (2.101) for (F2).*; by the method described after (2.97), one then obtains the eigen-

vectors of P (2.99) and hence by the usual methods [see Eqs. (2.21-30)] the wave-
-Ls functions for' the 14 lowest states. Finally one can determine the symmetries of the
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Q~~~~i.~ ig 11 -----

I

I --

I-

different wavefunotions.

-Of course it would have been possible from the beginning to separate out the

eigenvalue equations oorresponding to the different symmetry typesj this procedure

would be advantageous in dealing with a molecule of sufficiently high symmetry. Since

this method operates in precdsely the same way as in the LCAO model, 1 0 we do not have u
to go into details at this point, and refer the reader to the followint paper 5 for an !
illustrative example. I

APPENDIX

JUST31CATXON OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR "E ENDPOITS i
The assumption that the wavefunotion O(x) goes to zero one bond length D beyond

the last atom at a free end [see comments after Eq. (1.34)] has been essential in

deriving the normalization of the eigenveotors Csee after Eq.(2.38)] and in deriving

the matrix formulation of the eigenvalue problem [see Eq.(2.45)]. Hence, also theI

orthogonality of the eigenvectors depends on the present choice of the boundary condi-

tions [see comments after (2.,53')].

It will now be shown that this boundary oondition is the only one which guarantees

the normalization of the eigenvectors as well as the existence or the pairing theorem

for alternant systems.
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Consider tho proof starting after Eq. (2 .3 4 ). Let us assume that the branoh B

considered there has a free endpoint; let the "first atom PB1 [definition: between Equ.

Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35)] be the one nearest to the free endpointj and let the endpoint

of the electron path be located at a distance 4D beyond the atom FB. Then the branch

length becomes

AB 0 D(n -1 + •) . (A.l)

We choose the path endpoint to be the origin xB - 0 of the coordinate xB, which

increases in the direction away from the endpoint. Hence, the wavefunotion vanishes

for xB. 0, and has therefore the form

- aeoos(kxo - ir) , (A.2)

so that the argument of the cosine becomes, for the first atom PB,

f t - T,

[see Eq. (2.35)].

The course of the proof subsequent to Eq. (2.37) shows that under the present

ourcumstances [note Eq. (Ael)] the Eqs. (2.33) result from Eq. (2.37) only if the

relation

-0c sint Goosf + coo 2 f - (A.4)

is fulfilled. 12 Hence,

.s in -g ( . (A.5)

and by virtue of (A.3):

sinnK, a n Bing ,(A.6)

with

2- - i . (A.7)

12If there are several branches with free endpoints, the Eq. (A.4) must still hold

for each branch separately in order that our results remain generally valid.
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Sq. (A.6) is satisfied by the values [
n- a , +l p -i (A.8)

Now there are always elgenfunotions with x in the range 0 < K 4 11ir (x - 0 is exoluded,

if there is a free endpoint). For such values of x there exist no other solutions of

(A.6), as may be seen in the following way: Figure 12 shows the two ourves

f(j) - PinjK (A.g) i

g(n) - I sinx. (A.1O)

I Ii

'WI.'

* I]

01I
Fig. 12

For j (ir/2K) the straight line (A.10) assumes the value

g(1/2i) - (nr sinK)/2K , (A.ll)

which decreases from

S(7r2 =) '7r , fOr K 0 , 1.1
S to
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g(7r/29) - 1 , for x - i,

Hence the line (A.10) must lie in the aector between the two dotted lines of Figure 121

as an example the curve for i = w/3 has been indicated. (It should be noted that, as

K - 0, the argument point 7r/21c moves out towards infinity.) It follows then that the

two curves (A.9) and (A.10) have no other intersections than the ones given by (A.8).

Thus, Eq. (A.5) is only fulfilled by (See(A.6)]

S1. (A.12)

Since the wavefunction shall certainly not vanish at the last atom, the first value

I =*0 has to be discarded. The second value • . is inconsistent with the validity

of the pairing theorem. Indeed, it is easily recognised that such a boundary oondi-

tion would lead to the relation

-B(r+l) (1 + 200so)O(Po) - 0 (A.l1)

instead of to Eq. (2.45). Consequently, the matrix V entering in the eigenvalue

equation (9.51) would contain the diagonal element (-1) for each end atom; and hence

Eq. (2.74), the basis for the pairing theorem, would not hold.

Therefore the normalization of the eigenveotors and the pairing theorem for

alternant systems result only from the choice ( * lj and this is tho definition of the

path end point adopted in this paper.
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